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Abstract

used to provide data availability after a single node
failure. The distributed database system is assumed
to conform to the transaction execution model [ l , 21.
In order to aid in system recovery following system
failure, each transaction writes a log which contains
information which allows both the before and after
images of the pages accessed by the transaction t,o be
determined. Database recovery to a consistent state
following a crash may be accomplished by reading the
log and redoing the effects of some t,ransact,ions, undoing the effects of some transactions or both.
In t,his paper, we consider a specific realization of
a distributed database system, called a data sharing
system. Data sharing systems are built upon a distribnted architecture where individual nodes are coilpled to each other through high-speed interconnect,.
Communication between nodes is via messages. The
database is not partitioned, as in a d a t a partitioning
approach; all nodes can directly access all disks on
which the physical database is located. Another name
for data sharing is therefore shared disk. Database
recovery in data sharing systems is very complex, although it builds upon the basic principles of logging
and undo or redo of selected transactions. It depends
on the strategies for update propagation, page replacement, concurrency control and coherence control (see
[3] for background and techniques).
Locking is a critical aspect of data sharing systems.
However, designing a locking scheme has different design points for mainline (i.e., non-failure) and recovery
cases. For example, a centralized scheme may perform
well during recovery (because the global state is known
in one place) while a distributed scheme may work better for mainline performance. In general, locks held
by transactions that were active when a node fails
must be retained until the database manager has gone
through recovery processing. In a single node system,
this is not an issue because the database is not avail-

T h e data sharing approach to building distrabuted
database systems is becoming more c o m m o n because
of its potentially higher processing power and jlexibili t y compared t o a data partitioning approach. However, due t o the large amounts of hardware and complex software involved, the likelihood of a single node
failure i n the system increases. Following a single node
failure, some processing has to be d0n.e t o determine
the set of locks held by transactions which were executing at the failed node. These locks cannot be released
until database recovery has completed o n the failed
node. T h i s phenomenon can cause throughput degradation even if the processing power o n th,e surviving
nodes i s adequate t o handle all incoming transactions.
Th.as paper studies the throughput dropqff behavior following a single node failure i n a data sharing system.
through simulations and analytic modeling. T h e analytac model reveals several important factors affeciing
post-failure behavior and is shown t o match siniulations quite accurately. T h e e.ffect of hot locks (locks
which are frequently accessed) on post-faalure behavior
is observed through simulations an.d analytic modeling.
Simulations are performed to observe system behavaor
after the set of locks held by transactions o n the faded
node has been determined and show that if the delay
in obtaining thas information is too large, the system
is prone t o thrashing.
Keywords: Distributed Database Systems,
Data Sharing Systems, Availability, Reliability,
Modeling and Simulation
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Introduction

Distributed database systems are increasingly being used in environments which require high throughput and high availability. The multiple nodes can be
*This work was done on leave at IBM T. J . Watson Research
Center, Hawthorne, NY 10532
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able during recovery. However, a goal of distributed
database systems is to tolerate the failure of a single
node by allowing the remaining nodes to continue operation. In the distributed system, as with the single
node system, the records locked by failed transactions
cannot be unlocked until the database manager at the
failed node has completed recovery. In practice, transactions that were active on the failed node often hold a
very small fraction of the total database records. Once
the locks held by the failed node are known it is desirable to abort transactions that access these locks. This
is because transactions often obtain many locks, and
if t,hey were detained for the entire period preceding
node recovery then there would be cascading delays
due t,o further transactions waiting on locks acquired
by wa.iting transactions. The number of waiting transa.ctions could thus grow large rapidly, leading to total
data unavailability.
For this paper we assume some form of a distributed
lock nianager wherein the total set of locks is not
known in a single location and following a failure there
is some delay in determining the set of locks held by
t,lip failed system. We use the term lock recovery to
refer t,o the process of determining these locks. these
locks lock recovery. During t,his time period transact8ionsrequesting locks from the failed system are delayed. Once lock recovery has completed, database
recovery must be done. However, prior to the completion of lock recovery, t,ransactions requesting locks
which happen to be held by failed transactions will
lie queued since it, is not known that t,liese requested
locks are held by failed t,ransactions. Even though
t,hr t.ime t,o lock recovery ca,n be expect,ed t,o be much
smaller t,lia.nthe h i e t,o databa.se recovery, it could be
sufficient to cause cascading lock delays under some
circumst,ances. We study this phenomenon through
ana.lyt3icmodeling a.nd simulations in this paper. We
show t,ha.t if t,he time to lock recovery is t,oo large, then
t,he syst,em throughput degrades rapidly due to transact,ions waiting on unavailable locks. We also study
the effect of skewed lock access patterns to determine
if these significantly alter the post-failure behavior of
t,he syst,em. We further study the syst,em behavior following lock recovery and show that the throughput is
subject to severe degradation in t,he post lock recovery phase if the lock recovery time exceeds a threshold. We finally discuss some strategies to improve the
system throughput following single node failure and
subsequent lock recovery.

2

covery as discussed in the introduction. The system
is modeled as a loosely coupled system with identical
processors in which each processor executes transactions in parallel with other processors. We assume
that the entire physical database is directly accessible
to each processor, a characteristic of d a t a sharing systems. Associated with each processor is a database
manager responsible for performing all bookkeeping
tasks necessary for transaction execution on the processor. We refer to the database manager and its associated processor as a node. An important constituent
of the database manager for the purposes of this paper
is the lock manager. The lock manager is responsible
for keeping track of information about locks owned by
hansactions executing a t a particular node.
A node failure refers to a state where a node becomes temporarily unable to execute transactions following a fault in either the software or hardware components. The system is assumed t o possess sufficient
unutilized processing capability to execute transactions without loss both in the normal mode as well as
following a single node failure. We also assume that
surviving nodes can still access the entire database following a single node failure, i.e., we exclude disk failures from the failure scenarios under consideration.
Following a node failure, it is assumed that no
knowledge is available about the locks held by transactions on the failed node a t the remaining nodes. Locks
owned by transactions at the failed node are referred
t.0 as lost locks. Knowledge about which locks are lost
is assumed to be available after some processing and
exchange of information by lock managers a t surviving nodes. We call this process lock recovery. The
results and conclusions in our paper are independent
of the specific algorithm used to achieve lock recovery,
as long as the the time to lock recovery is non-zero.
Thus, they apply to any locking scheme where the lock
information is distributed over all nodes and where no
single node possesses information about all the locks
in the system. Following lock recovery, database recovery is performed, which may include aborting the
transactions which were executing on the failed node
and releasing the locks held by them. We refer to this
process as database recovery to distinguish i t from lock
recovery. Following database recovery, transactions
destined for the failed node are instead processed by
the surviving nodes. The time to database recovery is
assumed to be much larger than the time to lock recovery. After lock recovery, all transactions on working
nodes which were waiting on lost locks are aborted
and all locks held by these transactions are released.
Also, any transaction which subsequently attempts to

System Model

The system we are interested in modeling is a distribnted database system with provisions for log re-
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the post-failure system throughput dropoff very accurately. In all subsequent discussion, all references to
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operation.
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The following notation is used in the model
Number of nodes = N
Transaction arrival rate = X
Locks per transaction = 1
Size of lock space = L
Steady state transaction response time = T

Figure 1: Actions following a node crash
a.cquire a lost lock is aborted and all its locks released.
The actions taken during lock recovery and database
recovery are summarized in Fig. 1. A transaction is
scheduled to execute on a single node and once scheduled, is never rescheduled on another node. Transactions are assumed to be of a fixed length and to
possess a. fixed number of locks. Locks are a.ssumed to
be held in exclusive mode a.nd are not, released until
t,he transaction has completed executing or has been
aborted. It is reasonably easy to extend subsequent
a,nalyses t,o the case when locks can be held in either
shared or exclusive mode. If a transaction attempts
to acquire a lock which is owned by another transaction, it is suspended from executing and is added
to a. queue of waiters for tlhe lock. We assume that
a t.ransaction acquires all the locks that it needs at
t.hc heginning, although subsequent analyses may be
easily modified for other lock acquisition strategies.
When a transaction finishes executing, it releases all
its locks. If there are any wa.iters on a lock when it is
released, the lock is passed to the first waiter. Transactions a.re assumed to arrive as a Poisson stream. A
traiwiction is said to be active if it is part of the pool
of t,raiisactions currently executing on the system as
opposed to waiting to be scheduled or waiting for a
lock to be released. There is a maximum number of
t,ra.nsactions which can be simultaneously active in the
system. We assume a finite overhead cost in terms of
CPU instructions executed when a transaction tries to
acquire a lock which is unavailable. This is, however,
small compared to the time required by the CPU to

We make the reasonable assumption that 1 << L . We
also assume that the steady state lock contention probability is very small (1% or less) since this is an important design goal of all database systems. We assume that the system reaches steady state a t some
t,ime prior to node failure.
Following a single node failure, when a transaction
acquires part of its locks and attempts to acquire a
lost lock the transaction needs to be blocked until the
lock recovery is complete. In addition, prior to being blocked, the locks acquired also become unavailable for use until the lock recovery is complete and
the transactions waiting on lost locks are aborted and
t,heir locks released. Further transactions may need to
wait until lock recovery if they attempt t o acquire an
unavailable lock (though it may not be a lost lock).
Any locks which are not unavailable are referred to as
available locks.
Let ut denote the unavailable locks a t time t as a
fraction of the total number of locks. We now derive an
ODE describing the rate of increase of ut a t t seconds
following failure of a single node.
Since we assume Poisson arrivals [4], the probability of a single transaction arriving in ( t , t
At)
is XAt
o(At) where o(At) represents terms whose
ratio with At tends to 0 as At -+ 0. T h e probability of no transaction arriving in (t, t + A t ) is given by
1-XAt+o(At) while the probability of more than one
transaction arriving in ( t , t + A t ) is given by o(At). Let

+
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locks held during steady state is ITA. By symmetry,
since nodes are identical, the number of locks held by
This is also
any single node in the steady state is
equal to the number of lost locks immediately following a single node failure. Thus the fraction of the lock
space constituted by lost locks immediately following
a single node failure is given by
Since the initial
fraction of unavailable locks consists of just the lost
locks, we have as the initial condition for Eq. (4)

the expected number of available locks acquired by a
transaction a t time t before attempting to acquire an
unavailable lock be given by Et. We then have

9.

I- 1

Et =

k( 1- ~

t ) ~ u t

(1)

E.

k=l

since the probability that a transaction causes the
number of unavailable locks to increase by k is the
probability that it first acquires k available locks and
then attempts to acquire an unavailable lock. Eq. (1)
simplifies t o

U0

Ut

(2)
In the above expression we have made the approximation that ut remains constant as a single transaction
acquires locks, which may be justified by our initial
assumption that 1 << L. The expected fraction of unavailable locks a t t,inie t At is then given by
trt+At

= (1 -

+
E
AAt)ut + XAt(ut + 2)
+o(At)
L

=

XEt
L

~

(5)

where Tt denotes t,he t,hroughput, at, time t . We may
use Eq. (6) to predict the throughput of t.he syst,ein
following a single node fa.ilure.
Eq. (4) indicates that, the rate of increa.se of 1111a.vailable locks following single node failure is direct.ly
proportional t,o the arrival rate of transactions and inversely proportional to the lock space size. In order
to obtain more insight into the factors influencing t.his
rate of growth we consider t,he period just, following t,he
failure, during which we may assume that ut is very
small. Under such an assumption, we may expand Et
in the right hand side of Eq. (4) in a Taylor expansion
and simplify by discarding all second and higher order
terms in ut to obtain the following expression

-

.

1rX
NL

(3)

The above equation, upon simplification and in the
0 yields the following ODE
limit as At
Ut

~

Now in order to compute the expected system
throughput a t time t , one needs to compute the prohability that an incoming transaction is able to acquire
all its locks, since t,his also gives the probabilit,y t.liat,
the transaction will be able to complete execution instead of having to wait for an unavailable lock. The
probability that a transaction arriving a t t,ime t is able
to acquire all its locks is given by (1 - ut)' so that, the
throughput a t time t (T,)is given by

(1 - ut)2{ 1 - (1 - u t ) l - l }

Et = ( l - u t ) . - - l ( l - u t ) ' +

=

(4)

where the expression for Et is given by Eq. (2). An explicit solution for Eq. (4) is not easy to find because of
the complicated expression for Et which also depends
on u t . However, a knowledge of the init,ial condition
of the ODE given by Eq. (4) makes it possible for it to
be solved by iterative techniques. The initial condition
may be determined by the following argument.
Let the expected number of transactions active or
waiting in the system in the steady state be n,.Then,
by Little's Law [4],we have n, = rX. Since the steady
state lock contention level is assumed to be very small,
almost all transactions present in the system are in active mode. An active transaction possesses 1 exclusive
locks since we assume that a transaction acquires all
its locks before executing and all locks are acquired in
exclusive mode. (To model a system in which transactions acquire locks as they execute, one may assume
that a transaction possesses f locks on average. A system with shared and exclusive locks may be modeled
by treating all lost locks as exclusive, since no knowledge about lost locks is available prior to lock recovery,
and subsequently deriving an ODE for the rate of increase of unavailable exclusive locks, in much the same
manner as in this section). Thus the total number of

,

ut

x q1-

x -~
L
2

1)
Ut

(7)

We observe that the number of locks per transaction
has a quadratic effect on the initial rate of increase of
unavailable locks. Thus if two database systems have
the same level of lock contention in the steady state
but one has a larger lock space as well as a larger
number of locks per transaction, its throughput. will
start to drop off faster following a failure.
We note also that the number of nodes, N ,enters
into the analytical model of the system behavior only
in the initial condition and that for larger N ,the initial fraction constituted by lost locks is smaller. Thus
for two systems of identical processing capability but
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Figure 3: Throughput following failure for systems
with different contention levels

Figure 2: Throughput following failure for systems
with different locks/tx
different number of nodes, we expect the one with the
larger number of nodes t o be more tolerant of lost
locks following a failure.
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3.2 Simulation Results
A simulator was written for the system described
in Section 2 . T h e system behavior was observed for
various realistic workloads. Transaction path lengths
were chosen t o be either 100000 or a million instructions while the number of locks per million instructions processed (locks per MIP) was varied between
10 t o 40. Response times were chosen t o be 1 second
for all workloads and thus determined the degree of
multiprogramming, or number of active transactions
in the steady state. T h e maximum number of active
transactions was fixed t o be twice the steady state
multiprogramming level. Arrival rates were chosen so
that the steady state system utilization due to transaction execution was approximately 80%. Lock space
sizes were fixed so that steady state contention levels
varied between 0.3 t o 1%. Most of these figures are
typical for workloads of actual transaction processing
systems [5],[SI. T h e aggregate system processing capability was kept constant a t 400 MIPS but configurations of 8,16 and 32 nodes were simulated. We ran the
simulations for 30 seconds prior to injecting a failure
in a randomly chosen node. This was done t o allow
the system t o reach steady state before the occurrence
of a failure.
We now look at figures for throughput dropoff following system failure for various workloads. From
Fig. 2 we observe that as locks per transaction goes up,
the system post-failure behavior undergoes a rather
drastic degradation. This is despite the fact that
steady state contention levels are kept constant, which
implies that the lock space size for the system executing transactions with more locks per transaction is
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Figure 4: Throughput following failure for systems
with different arrival rates
actually larger. However, this behavior is not unexpected, since Eq. (7) indicates that the negative effect
of increased number of locks per transaction dominates over the positive effect of having a larger lock
space. T h e effect of an increased steady state contention level is shown in Fig. 3. There is a twofold
effect which comes into play here - increased initial
contention levels, besides causing the initial throughput t o be lower than a system with lower contention
levels, also implies a smaller lock space, so that the
rate of dropoff of throughput following a failure is also
greater. From Fig. 4 we note that if contention levels
and locks per MIP are kept constant, a system with
a higher transaction arrival rate has a much better
post-failure behavior than one with a lower transaction arrival rate. Since we are interested in evaluating
systems with equivalent computing power, transaction
path length is decreased for workloads with high arrival rates. This, and the fact that locks per MIP
are constant can be applied t o Eq. (5) t o conclude
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ior of various workloads, which are detailed in Table 1.
The response times for each workload was fixed a t 1
second and the workloads were run on 8 nodes each
with a processing capability of 50 MIPS. T h e times
for the throughput to drop off by 10% and 90% of the
steady state value for each workload are plotted in the
figure. It can be seen that workloads with low arrival
rates (which imply high transaction path length) and
large numbers of locks per MIP reveal potential problems in the form of rapid throughput dropoff following
a failure.
Figs. 2 through 5 all indicate that the predictions of
the analytic model and the results of the simulations
match very well, thus validating the model. We may
therefore dispose of the simulations and instead use
the analytic model t o predict the post-failure system
behavior with confidence.

P

n

U

that lock space sizes for both systems are the same.
Then the throughput degradation for the system with
the higher arrival rate can be expected t o be less
since transactions also possess fewer locks, which is
the dominating effect as indicated by Eq. (7). Fig. 5
shows that in two systems with different number of
nodes but identical total computing power and workload characteristics, the system with a larger number
of nodes shows better post-failure behavior. This is
in keeping with the conclusion drawn at the end of
the previous subsection, since the initial fraction of
unavailable locks is smaller for the system with more
nodes. However, since all other parameters are the
same for both systems, we expect that for time points
where the fraction of unavailable locks is identical for
both systems, the rate of throughput dropoff will also
be identical. In other words, the throughput curve for
the system with fewer nodes can be translated t o the
right t o obtain the throughput curve for the system
with the larger number of nodes.
Finally, Fig. 6 summarizes the post-failure behav-

4

Post-Failure Behavior of System
with Hot Locks

4.1

Upto this point we have assumed a uniform lock access pattern which implies uniform access t o all parts
of the database. However, if accesses t o various parts
of the database are non-uniform, this implies that
some locks are acquired more frequently than others
on an average. We were interested in observing postfailure system behavior when a small fraction of the
total number of locks was assumed t o be hot, or accessed much more frequently than most locks. In order t o distinguish hot locks from locks which were accessed relatively less frequently, we shall refer t o locks
belonging t o the latter class as cold locks. We studied
several different strategies governing the acquisition of
hot locks. We assume that there are a fixed number of
hot locks per transaction and that these are acquired
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after all cold locks are acquired. We outline the steps
of developing the analytic model for the post-failure
behavior for this strategy in order to provide an illustrative example. We have similarly derived analytic
models for two other hot lock acquisition strategies one in which hot locks are acquired before cold locks
and one in which every lock has the same probability of being a hot lock. The derivations for the latter
two strategies follow the same steps indicated here for
the first strategy, and are not presented here in the
interest of brevity.

A transaction arriving at time t can cause the number of unavailable hot locks to increase by anywhere
between 1 and h - 1 if it acquires all its cold locks
successfully (i.e, they are all available) and then acquires some available hot locks before attempting to
acquire an unavailable hot lock. A transaction cannot
cause the number of unavailable hot locks to increase
by more than h - 1 since this would then imply that
it had acquired all the locks it needed, so that it could
complete execution and release all acquired locks. The
expected increase in the number of unavailable hot
locks caused by a transaction a t time t is then given
by

We need to introduce the following new notation i n
addition t,o the notation introduced in Section 3
Cold locks per transaction = c
Hot locks per transaction = 11
Cold lock space size = C
Hot lock space size = H

h- 1

Eh,t = (1 - U C , ~ ) '

Eh,t

= (1 - U C , ~ ) 1~ [ ( U h , t ) - h( 1 - U h , t ) * -t
(1 - U h , t ) 2 { 1 - (1 - .h,t)h-'}
Uh,t

uc,o

Th,t

(10)
which simplifies t,o
c( 1 - 7 1 , , t ) c

+

(1 - U c , t ) ? { 1 - (1 - u c , t ) C - l }
UC,t

crX
CN

~

(1 - U c , t ) " ( l - U h , t ) h X

(16)

4.2 Simulation Results
The effect of hot locks was studied in two cases.
Fig. 7 shows the post failure system degradation of two
systems with identical cold lock contention levels. One
system has no hot locks while 20% of the locks on the
other are hot locks with a steady state contention level
10 times as great as the steady state contention level

k=l

-

=

Eq. (9) along with the the initial conditions provided
by Eq. (15) may then be used in conjunction with an
iterative solution technique for ODEs to predict the
post-failure behavior of a system with hot locks. The
throughput a t time t (Th,t)can then be computed as

~(1-7lc,t)~'Il~,t+C(~-~~~,~)~{I-(l-'Ilh,t)'~}

(1 - It,$)

(13)

We may then substitute the expressions for Ec,t a.nd
Eh,t from Eqs. (11) and (13) in the system of Eq. (9) to
obtain a system of ODEs which does not have a closed
form solution, but may be iteratively solved by a suitable numerical method for solving systems of ODEs
when initial conditions a.re provided. T h e expressions
for the initial fractions of lost hot and cold locks may
be obtained by reasoning in a manner similar to Section 3 and are as follows

c- 1

=

1

, ~

refer to the expected increase in
Here, Ec,t and
the number of unavaihble cold and hot locks due to
a single transaction at time t . Now since we assume
that cold locks a.re acquired before hot locks, we see
t.liat. a single taransaction can cause a.n increa.se in the
number of cold locks by mywhere between 1 and c - 1
by att,enipting to acquire an unavailable cold lock. The
number of unavailable cold locks can increase by c if it
subsequently attempts to acquire an unavailable hot
lock. The expected increase, then, is given by

ECJ

(12)

which may be simplified to

As before, we make the assumptions t,Iiat c << C and
h << H . Let us now assume that, at, t t,ime units following a single node failure, the fraction of unavailable
cold locks is given by u , , ~and the fraction of unavaila.ble hot locks is given by i i ~ ~ The
, ~ . terms ' ~ l
and
~
t.hen have meanings analogous t,o t i t in Section 3.
By proceeding in a maliner similar to the derivation of
Eq. ( 4 ) we may establish t,he following system of ODEs
governing t,he rate of growth of uimvailable cold and
hot, locks following a. failure

Ec,t

k(1 - U h , t ) k U h , t

k=l

+
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Figure 8: Effect of hot locks with identical overall contention levels

5

Behavior Following Lock Recovery

5.1 Simulation results
We felt that it would be interesting t o study the
post lock recovery phase of a database system with a
single node failure. We were interested in observing
how soon the system would be able to achieve steady
state behavior by reducing the number of waiting
transactions to steady state levels. We expected the
time to reach steady state to be adversely influenced
by large lock recovery times, since this would cause a
large buildup of backlogged transactions. From Figs. 9
and 10 we observe that if the time to lock recovery is
too large, enough transactions get backlogged to prevent the system from ever reaching steady state, i.e.,
the large number of backlogged transactions cause the
system to thrash. At the time of lock recovery, if the
fraction of the lock being held by waiting transactions
is large, then any incoming transaction will almost
certainly attempt to acquire a lock which is held by
another transaction, causing it to wait until the lock
has been released. The transaction, having caused the
number of unavailable locks to increase further. will

for cold locks. As expected, the system with hot locks
performs significantly worse than the system without
hot locks following a failure. In Fig. 8, the overall
contention level has been kept constant for both the
system with and without hot locks. For the system
with hot locks, 20% of the locks are assumed to be
hot locks with a contention level 10 times as great as
the contention level for cold locks. For this system, the
contention level for cold locks has been fixed a t O . l l % ,
leading to an overall contention level of approximately
0.3%, the same as for the system without hot locks.
We now observe that the throughput of the system
with hot locks degrades more slowly. For the system
with hot locks, only 20% of the locks are hot, and these
have a contention level only 3 times that of the system
without hot locks. Also, for this system, 80% of the
locks are cold, with a contention level only a third
that of the system without cold locks. The effect of
low contention for the cold locks, which form the vast
majority, dominates the behavior of the system with
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the number of waiters reaches fairly modest levels, so
that if one does not adopt aggressive transaction abort
strategies following a failure, instead relying on physical memory limitations t o limit the number of waiting
transactions, by the time the lock recovery is complete
the system may well be prone to thrashing. We suggest three alternative strategies for avoiding the post
lock recovery thrashing behavior. One is to limit the
total number of transactions in the system, including
waiters, to a modestly large number, say a small integer times the expected steady state number of transactions in the system. This has the disadvantage that
following a failure, the number of waiters can exceed
this limit rather quickly, preventing the entry of further transactions into the system, causing throughput
to drop to 0. Another solution is to avoid imposing
any limit on the number of waiters in the post-failure
period, and instead abort all waiters a t the time of
lock recovery (as opposed to aborting only the transactions waiting on lost locks). This allows all transactions which can execute during the pre lock recovery
phase to complete, thus ensuring a higher throughput
than the previous strategy. However, this may cause
a large buildup of waiting transactions, so that the
system may spend a long time aborting transactions
immediately following lock recovery. T h e third strategy is to use the wait depth limiting scheme proposed
by Thomasian et. al. [8]. This scheme aborts transactions which issue a request for any lock for which the
number of waiters exceeds a threshold. This can also
prevent uncontrolled build up of waiting transactions
so that the system has a better chance of recovering
t,o nearly its normal throughput rate following lock recovery. The problem here is to choose the wait depth
level to be as large as possible without causing enough
waiter buildup to cause the system to thrash following
lock recovery.

I
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Figure 10: Throughput following failure and lock recovery for 1% contention
now have to join a queue of waiters. Another transact,ion will then be executed in its place with much
the same effect. The number of unavailable locks will
t,lien continue to grow so that much of the CPU time
will be spent in executing code to move transactions
from active t o waiter queues instead of actually executing transaction code, a classic example of thrashing. This phenomenon has also been observed to occur in a fault-free system when the degree of multiprogramming becomes too large, so that an incoming
t,ransaction has a high probability of experiencing lock
contention [7].
5.2 Strategies for Avoiding Thrashing
Many simple strategies suggest themselves for dealing with the observed thrashing behavior but none
is without cost. One needs to ensure that the number of waiters does not grow out of hand, so that a t
some point waiting or incoming transactions need to
be aborted. Note that in our simulations we assumed
an infinite buffer capacity for storing waiting transactions, while a real system will have memory limitations which will eventually prevent new transactions
from being buffered. However, the plots in this section indicate that thrashing can begin to occur when

6

Conclusions and Future Work

We have studied the post-failure behavior of a distributed database system executing transactions in
parallel. We have shown through simulations and analytic modeling that throughput can be expected to
drop off with varying degrees of rapidity for various
workloads following a single node failure. In particular, we have shown that workloads with long transaction path lengths, moderately high locks per transaction and contention levels of 1%or greater exhibit very
rapid throughput dropoff behavior, of the order of two
minutes or less. We have also observed post-failure behavior of systems with hot locks and conclude that hot
locks do not cause worse failure behavior when overall contention levels are the same as a similar system
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without hot locks. We have also shown that unless
lock recovery is completed while the system is still operating close t o its fault-free level, enough waiters may
build up t o cause the system to thrash following lock
recovery. For such systems with potential problems
following a failure, either the lock recovery procedure
has t o be designed to be quick enough to forestall disaster, or one of the methods suggested in Section 5 for
aborting transactions in the post-failure phase should
be adopted.
We have so far been unable to extend the analytic
model to predict system behavior following lock recovery. This remains an open and interesting question,
since the availability of such a model would enable
the recovery manager of the database system to take
early decisions on aborting transactions by foreseeing
potential problems. It would also be useful to provide a formula for the number of waiting transactions
and the level of the unavailable fraction of the lock
space which could be expected t o cause the system t o
thrash since this information could also be used to aid
the recovery manager to effect quicker system recovery. We have also not made a detailed study of the
factors which might influence the lock recovery process to take more or less time. Empirical evidence
indicates that this time is typically of the order of a
couple of minutes, but, can va.ry with system parameters such as lock space size and workload characteristics. A detailed st,udy of the lock recovery process
t,o uncover the influence of these factors on the time
to lock recovery as well as the post-failure behavior of
the system would enable us to avoid the thrashing behavior observed here and design systems with higher
sustained throughput following a failure.
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